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Background Few studies about health-related quality of life (HRQoL) in patients
with melanoma have expressed their results in terms of utilities or disability
weights (DWs). Utilities are required for calculating quality-adjusted life years
and therefore for cost-effectiveness analyses. DWs are useful to assess the burden
of diseases through disability-adjusted life years.
Objectives To provide utilities and DWs regarding patients with melanoma.
Methods The patients were classified into eight groups using four stages based on
the 2009 American Joint Committee on Cancer stages, with each stage subdivided into treatment and remission phases. The EuroQoL Five Dimensions Five
Levels (EQ-5D-5L) questionnaire was completed by the patients with melanoma
to provide a mean utility for each group. In addition to this, the EuroQoL visual
analogue scale (VAS) and a validated quality-of-life questionnaire dedicated to
patients with melanoma [Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Melanoma
(FACT-M)] were completed by the same patients in order to compare their
results with the obtained utilities. DWs were obtained by calculating, for each
patient, the difference between his/her utility and the corresponding sex- and
age-specific population norm.
Results A total of 395 questionnaire sets were completed. Utilities and DWs
showed significant differences between follow-up groups. Treatment groups had
similar utilities and DWs but these results were obtained during different treatment durations and therefore have different weights. The VAS and the FACT-M
were found to be less sensitive. Nevertheless, the FACT-M identified some problems not found by the EQ-5D-5L questionnaire.
Conclusions The EQ-5D-5L questionnaire seems adequate to provide utilities and
DWs in patients with melanoma. Lower HRQoL in female patients with melanoma is probably linked to lower HRQoL in the general population.

What’s already known about this topic?

•
•
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Utilities and disability weights (DWs) are essential for cost-effectiveness analyses
(CEAs) and disease burden assessments.
However, the utilities currently available for patients with melanoma are based on
small sample sizes and the available DWs are obsolete.
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What does this study add?

•
•

Based on the analysis of 395 EQ-5D-5L questionnaires, we provide new utilities
and DWs regarding patients with melanoma using a four-stage grouping based on
the 2009 American Joint Committee on Cancer classification (0–IA, IB–II, III and
IV), with each stage being subdivided into treatment and remission phases.
The results, which are in line with other previous studies conducted with other
instruments, can be essential for further melanoma CEAs and burden assessments.

Many studies of health-related quality of life (HRQoL) in
patients with melanoma are available, including review articles.1–3 Nevertheless, most of these studies use methods that
do not express their results as utilities and are therefore of little value for cost-effectiveness analyses (CEAs).
Medicoeconomic aspects are being taken into consideration
more frequently for melanoma, from detection to treatment.
In CEA, effectiveness is measured in terms of quality-adjusted
life years (QALYs) which requires HRQoL values between 0
(death) and 1 (perfect HRQoL). These values, referred to as
‘utilities’, are obtained through so-called generic methods.
EuroQoL Group provides a Five Dimensions questionnaire
(EQ-5D), one of the most common generic methods, to be
used in combination with their visual analogue scale (VAS).
In addition to these generic methods, various nongeneric
methods are available. Among these, the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Melanoma (FACT-M) is the only validated method dedicated to patients with melanoma.4
The utilities currently available for patients with melanoma
were calculated based on a rather small number of patients,
and were published with very few details. Two posters based
on only 101 patients who were categorized into six
groups5,6 provided utilities that were used in several melanoma CEAs.7–10 The same team subsequently published a
pilot study that included 163 patients who were classified
using eight stages, although five of these stages contained
fewer than 12 patients.11
In addition to the concept of QALY used in CEA, the disability adjusted life years (DALYs) measurement has been
designed to calculate and compare the burden of diseases. For
DALY calculations, HRQoL is expressed as a number between
1 (death) and 0 (perfect HRQoL) and is referred to as a disability weight (DW). Usually, DWs are assessed in people
who do not necessarily have the studied health state, but the
EQ-5D method has been used as well.12–15 The available melanoma-specific DWs were published in 1997 before the generalization of sentinel node biopsy (SNB) and the emergence of
new therapies in stage IV melanomas.16 They were recently
used to assess the increase of overall melanoma burden in the
Netherlands over 10 years.17 However, they appear to be suboptimal for assessing the current melanoma burden per stage.
The main aim of the present study was to provide mean
utilities and DWs regarding patients with melanoma who were
British Journal of Dermatology (2014)

categorized into eight groups using a four-stage grouping
based on the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)
classification (7th edition, 2009) (0–IA, IB–II, III and IV),
with each stage being subdivided into treatment and remission
phases. For this purpose, we collected 395 EQ-5D-5L questionnaires (5L indicating 5 levels).18 The same patients completed the VAS and the FACT-M questionnaire. The secondary
aim of the study was to compare the results obtained with
these three methods.

Patients and methods
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Universite catholique de Louvain (number B403201214566).
Patients
All eligible patients (see criteria below) seen in our melanoma
clinic were asked to participate in the present study by completing a set of questionnaires. The inclusion period ran from
1 July to 31 December 2012. An extra inclusion period only
for patients in treatment ran from 1 January to 15 May 2013.
Eight groups of patients were created according to the stage of
their illness and the time since their last treatment.
The AJCC classification was the reference for the staging.19
Patients with stage 0 and IA melanoma were pooled because
of the marginal differences regarding surgical treatment and
follow-up. Patients with stage IB and II melanoma were also
pooled because these patients had undergone SNB that had
not been followed by elective node dissection and because
surgical resection margins do not seem to influence HRQoL.20
Utilities and DWs are classically assessed for 1 year with an
assumed stable health state. Such assessment can be relatively
easy in the presence of chronic diseases21 but melanoma treatment, when only surgical, is generally much shorter than
1 year. Therefore, we chose to consider treatment durations
(assessed by experts) specific for each stage that included surgical treatment (Table 1). Some of our utilities and DWs are
therefore applicable only for a duration given in months, and
can be used to calculate QALY or DALY, knowing that
1 month is equal to one-twelfth of a year. The time frames
for questionnaire completion (Table 1) were based on expert
opinion that these time frames correspond to the mean
© 2014 British Association of Dermatologists
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Table 1 Treatment and remission durations, time frame for the completion of questionnaires

Stages 0–IA
Stages IB–II
Stage III
Stage IV

Assessed treatment
duration

Assessed time frame
after treatment for the
completion of questionnaires

Assessed remission
duration

Time frame for the completion
of questionnaires

1 month
2 months
3 months
N/A

7–10 days
10–20 days
15–30 days
Inclusion period

2 years
2 years
N/A
N/A

Inclusion period

N/A, not applicable: there is no assessment, the duration is real.

HRQoL experienced for the three respective treatment durations. The exact day within the interval was the day of a
follow-up visit.
Even if the follow-up was lifelong for all stages, the HRQoL
was studied during a period of only 2 years of follow-up in
patients with stage 0–II melanoma because it has been shown
that after 2 years, HRQoL is not worse than in the general
population.22 After a 2-year follow-up, these patients with
stage 0–II melanoma were therefore excluded from the study.
Very few patients with stage II or III melanoma received adjuvant interferon in our clinic because we suggested it only for
some patients with ulcerated primary melanomas.23 The only
patient treated with interferon was excluded from the study
because his treatment was much longer than 3 months.
Patients with stage IV melanoma in remission but still under
treatment were classified as patients under treatment because
we wanted to take into account the side-effects of the treatment. Most patients completed the questionnaire only once;
however, patients seen in different phases (treatment vs. follow-up) and/or stages during the inclusion period were asked
to complete the same questionnaire twice.
The aim of the study was explained orally to each patient
by the main investigator (I.T.) or, less frequently, by another
physician or a nurse at the melanoma clinic. Upon consenting
to participate in the study, patients were asked to sign an
informed consent form.
Questionnaires
Three questionnaires were submitted to each patient:
EQ-5D-5L, VAS and FACT-M.
EQ-5D-5L is a validated questionnaire developed by EuroQol.18 It studies HRQoL through five dimensions: mobility,
self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. By choosing between five levels in each dimension (no,
slight, moderate, severe or extreme problems), each patient
self-reports his/her HRQoL for the day on which the questionnaire is completed. EQ-5D-5L was chosen because it has
an improved discriminatory power and a smaller ceiling effect
than EQ-5D-3L.24 The VAS is a simple scale on which the
patient has to put a cross in the appropriate position between
0 (‘The worst health you can imagine’) and 100 (‘The best
health you can imagine’). FACT-M is a validated questionnaire
that belongs to the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness
© 2014 British Association of Dermatologists

Therapy (FACIT) Measurement System.25 The FACT-G (G for
general) questionnaire (27 questions) is shared for all types of
cancer. The FACT-M questionnaire contains 24 additional
questions on symptoms specific to melanoma. The patient
self-reports his/her HRQoL for the previous 7 days.
The questionnaires were completed in French or Dutch
(translations provided and validated by EuroQol and FACIT).
The questionnaires were anonymous, but a code allowed the
patient’s stage to be identified.
Data analysis
We converted the EQ-5D-5L states reported by each patient
(e.g. 1,1,1,3,1) into a utility (in our example: 0764). Following the EQ-5D-5L user guide,26 we first used a crosswalk function to transform scores from the 5L scale to the 3L scale.
Secondly, we transformed EQ-5D-3L scores to utilities according to a model based on social preference data obtained from a
random sample of 2754 Belgian adults.27 The resulting utility
indicated, on a scale from 0 to 1, the HRQoL of the patient.
The utilities obtained by the EQ-5D method also reflect the
comorbidities of the patients. To obtain the mean DWs (i.e.
specific reduction in HRQoL due to the melanoma), we calculated the difference between the measured utility and the
EQ-5D population norm (PN) for the same sex and age group
for each patient.28 As Belgian PNs were not available, we used
PNs from the Netherlands (neighbouring country).29
Another common way to analyse the EQ-5D-5L questionnaire is to observe the proportion of patients reporting any
problem in each dimension (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety/depression).26
The VAS scores correspond to the numbers chosen by the
patients on the scale from 0 to 100.
The FACT-M scores were calculated according to the FACTM scoring guidelines, version 4, provided by the FACIT after
having registered the study. This score includes the FACT-G
and the melanoma subscale (MS). In addition, a FACT-M Trial
Outcome Index (TOI) includes a part of the FACT-G and the
MS.
Statistical analyses
For all EQ-5D-5L and FACT-M derived scores, we calculated
stage-specific and overall means and medians as measures of
British Journal of Dermatology (2014)
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patients reporting any problem in each of the five dimensions.
For each dimension, we used pairwise v2-tests to compare
these proportions between each of the stages, using Holm’s
method to account for multiple comparisons. Finally, the correlations between the utilities, VAS scores, FACT-M scores and
TOI scores were assessed by calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for each pair of scores. Corresponding bootstrapped 95% CIs were obtained using function “spearman.ci”
in R package RVAideMemoire version 0.9–35. All analyses
were done treating the 395 questionnaires as independent
observations. All calculations were performed in R version
3.0.1.30

central tendency; SD and interquartile ranges as measures of
variability; and SEM with corresponding Wald-based 95% confidence intervals (CIs) as measures of uncertainty. For each
score, we additionally calculated pairwise comparisons
between each of the stages, using Holm’s method to correct
the individual P-values to reach a familywise significance level
of 5%. For EQ-5D-5L, we also calculated the proportion of
Table 2 Population characteristics

Stage

n

Age (years),
mean (range)

Sex ratio
(male : female)

0/IA-T
0/IA-R
IB/II-T
IB/II-R
III-T
III-R
IV-T
IV-R
Total

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

517
465
545
532
559
533
614
648
526

067
056
083
083
091
077
10
13
074

(22–86)
(18–87)
(23–80)
(22–80)
(25–83)
(19–86)
(35–84)
(22–84)

Results
During the two inclusion periods, 501 patients were asked to
participate in the study. Among them, 98 did not return the
questionnaires. The majority (69%) of these patients were
patients with stage 0–II melanoma in remission who had not
seen the main investigator and had received less information
about the aim of the study. The remaining nonparticipating
patients had a similar distribution among stages as the participating patients. Participating and nonparticipating patients

T, treatment; R, remission.

Table 3 EuroQol results, applicable for given periods from the beginning of treatment
Stage

Periods

Utilities
0/IA-T
Month 1
0/IA-R
Months 2–24
IB/II-T
Months 1–2
IB/II-R
Months 3–24
III-T
Months 1–3
III-R
From Month 4
IV-T
From start of treatment
IV-R
From start of remission
Total
Disability weights
0/IA-T
Month 1
0/IA-R
Month 2–24
IB/II-T
Month 1–2
IB/II-R
Month 3–24
III-T
Month 1–3
III-R
From Month 4
IV-T
From start of treatment
IV-R
From start of remission
Total
Visual analogue scale
0/IA-T
Month 1
0/IA-R
Month 2–24
IB/II-T
Month 1–2
IB/II-R
Month 3–24
III-T
Month 1–3
III-R
From Month 4
IV-T
From start of treatment
IV-R
From start of remission
Total

n

Mean

SD

SEM

95% CI

Median

IQR

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

0687
0809
0579
0802
0535
0703
0583
0796
0719

0192
0179
0272
0166
0278
0156
0192
0167
0211

0023
0018
0047
0019
0072
0022
0030
0045
0011

0642–0733
0773–0844
0486–0671
0764–0839
0395–0676
0659–0746
0524–0642
0708–0883
0699–0740

0678
0798
0665
0798
0613
0696
0597
0722
0720

0578–0811
0723–1000
0295–0798
0703–1000
0307–0744
0675–0798
0440–0764
0675–1000
0639–0811

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

0232
0127
0335
0133
0372
0207
0315
0136
0203

0167
0147
0257
0132
0268
0147
0188
0122
0186

0020
0015
0045
0015
0069
0021
0029
0033
0009

0193–0272
0098–0156
0247–0422
0103–0163
0236–0508
0166–0247
0258–0373
0072–0200
0185–0222

0228
0112
0245
0120
0293
0196
0298
0168
0175

0109–0323
0000–0188
0112–0582
0000–0205
0186–0593
0124–0249
0146–0479
0000–0242
0082–0267

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

729
790
763
803
682
766
636
800
757

144
118
141
134
181
152
177
122
149

18
12
25
15
48
21
28
33
08

694–763
767–813
715–812
773–833
587–777
724–808
582–691
736–864
743–772

750
800
800
800
725
800
650
800
800

650–850
700–900
688–885
738–900
625–788
700–900
538–750
762–875
700–880

CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range; T, treatment; R, remission.
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Fig 1. Proportion of patients reporting any
problem in the EuroQol Five Dimensions Five
Levels (EQ-5D-5L) questionnaire (in
percentages). Differences are statistically
significant (corrected P < 005) between (i)
patients with stage 0/IA melanoma in
treatment vs. patients in remission, regarding
their self-care, usual activities and pain/
discomfort, (ii) patients with stage 0–II
melanoma vs. stage III patients in remission
regarding their usual activities (stage 0/IA vs.
III) and their pain/discomfort (stages 0/IA or
IB/II vs. III). R, remission; T, treatment.

were comparable in terms of mean age and sex ratio (results
not shown). Eight questionnaire sets were incomplete. Finally,
395 questionnaire sets were available for inclusion in the
study. Thirty-nine patients completed the same questionnaire
set twice because they were seen in two different phases
(treatment and follow-up) and/or stages during the inclusion
period. Mean ages and sex ratios of the participating patients
are presented in Table 2.
EuroQoL Five Dimensions Five Levels questionnaire
results
Mean and median utilities and DWs are presented in Table 3.
Within each of the four stages, patients in treatment had a
lower mean utility and a higher mean DW than patients in
remission. This difference was significant (corrected P < 005)
for stages 0–IA, IB–II and IV. The difference was not significant in stage III patients, probably because of the small number of stage III patients in treatment within our sample (15
patients). When we compared utilities and DWs patients in
treatment in one stage with those of the following stages,
there was no statistically significant difference. In the same
way, when we compared patients in remission in one stage
with those of the following stages, we could observe a statistically significant difference between stages 0–IA or IB–II and
patients with stage III melanoma (corrected P < 005). The
difference between mean utilities in male patients (0747) and
female patients (0699) was statistically significant (P = 003)
but the difference between the mean DWs in male patients
(0175) and female patients (0191) was not.
We observed the proportion of patients reporting any kind
of problem in each of the five dimensions (Fig. 1). Pain/discomfort was the most common problem, reported by 62% of
© 2014 British Association of Dermatologists

the patients. Anxiety/depression was reported by 54% of the
patients, without any significant difference between any of the
stages or treatment/remission phases.
Visual analogue scale results
The VAS results (Table 3) showed only statistically significant
differences between the patients with stage IV melanoma in
treatment vs. remission, and among patients in remission
between stage 0–IA vs. III.
Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Melanoma
questionnaire results
The FACT-M results (Table 4) did not show any statistical difference between any of the stages or treatment/remission
phases. Nevertheless, the FACT-M TOI results revealed statistically significant differences in each stage when comparing
treatment and remission phases.
All correlations between the FACT-derived scores and the
EQ-derived scores were positive and statistically significantly
different from zero (Table 5).
We studied the 84 patients who had filled in the EQ-5D-5L
with (1,1,1,1,1), which led to a utility of 1 (perfect HRQoL).
Seventy-two were in stage 0–II, 12 were in stage III or IV.
Among those patients who had chosen ‘1’ (no problem) for
the anxiety/depression item in the EQ-5D-5L, the FACT-M
results show that 46 of 84 were not completely satisfied with
how they were coping with their illness, and 12 of 84 were
not satisfied at all, while 28 of 84 were somewhat, quite a bit
or very much worried that their condition would get worse.
These results are unrelated to the stage and the treatment/
remission phase.
British Journal of Dermatology (2014)
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Table 4 Functional assessment of cancer therapy (FACT) results
Stage
FACT-M (score range 0–172)
0/IA-T
Month 1
0/IA-R
Month 2–24
IB/II-T
Month 1–2
IB/II-R
Month 3–24
III-T
Month 1–3
III-R
From Month 4
IV-T
From start of treatment
IV-R
From start of treatment
Total
FACT-M TOI (score range 0–120)
0/IA-T
Month 1
0/IA-R
Month 2–24
IB/II-T
Month 1–2
IB/II-R
Month 3–24
III-T
Month 1–3
III-R
From Month 4
IV-T
From start of treatment
IV-R
From start of treatment
Total

n

Mean

SD

SEM

95% CI

Median

IQR

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

1310
1413
1303
1420
1171
1368
1179
1415
1348

236
188
220
197
266
188
274
141
226

29
19
40
23
69
26
43
38
11

1253–1367
1376–1451
1225–1380
1376–1464
1036–1305
1316–1419
1094–1264
1341–1489
1326–1371

1320
1460
1340
1450
1150
1369
1152
1392
1390

1140–1495
1345–1545
1200–1452
1315–1556
990–1413
1242–1510
1013–1392
1348–1510
1200–1520

68
98
33
76
15
50
41
14
395

931
1025
910
1019
796
982
817
994
962

179
138
185
135
205
137
202
94
173

22
14
33
15
53
19
32
25
09

888–974
997–1053
845–975
988–1049
692–900
945–1019
754–880
945–1044
945–979

960
1057
940
1050
810
1012
792
975
1000

845–1065
980–1120
834–1070
965–1111
610–990
870–1092
730–950
942–1055
860–1100

CI, confidence interval; IQR, interquartile range; R, remission; T, treatment. FACT-Melanoma [FACT-M; FACT-General (FACT-G) + melanoma
subscale] and FACT-M Trial Outcome Index (TOI; physical and functional well-being subscales from FACT-G + melanoma subscale). Healthrelated quality-of-life increases in line with the score.

Table 5 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients and corresponding
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for each pairwise combination
of the four used methods used

TOI
EQ-5D-5L
VAS

FACT-M

TOI

EQ-5D-5L

096 (094–096)
075 (070–079)
064 (057–071)

–
076 (071–081)
067 (060–073)

–
–
057 (048–
064)

Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy Melanoma (FACT-M),
FACT-M Trial Outcome Index (TOI), utility obtained with EuroQol Five Dimensions Five Levels (EQ-5D-5L), and visual
analogue scale (VAS).

Discussion
Using 395 EQ-5D-5L questionnaires in Belgian patients with
melanoma, the present study provides mean utilities and DWs
regarding patients with melanoma who were categorized into
eight groups using a four-stage grouping based on the 2009
AJCC classification (0–IA, IB–II, III and IV), with each stage
being subdivided into treatment and remission phases. Within
each of the four stages, patients in treatment had a lower
mean utility and a higher mean DW than patients in remission. By comparing patients in one stage with those in the following stage(s), there was no significant difference for the
patients in treatment but we found a statistically significant
difference between stages 0–IA or IB–II and patients with
stage III melanoma in remission.
British Journal of Dermatology (2014)

It may seem surprising not to find any statistically significant difference in HRQoL between the patients in the different
treatment stages. As an example, one would expect that the
HRQoL of a patient undergoing a wide excision and an elective node dissection would be lower than the HRQoL of a
patient who undergoes a simple wide excision. Nevertheless,
this is not reflected in the values of the utilities and DW. One
should not forget that the utilities and DWs of the treatment
stages are applicable for a specific duration given in months.
Based on expert opinions, we assumed the following durations: 1, 2 and 3 months for stages 0–IA, IB–II and III, respectively and more than 10 months for stage IV according to the
most recent studies.31,32 In our example, a simple linear application of the same utility of 06 in both patients over the
entire stage duration will result in 005 QALY (06/12 9 1)
in the case of a patient with stage IA melanoma and 015
QALY (06/12 9 3) in the case of a patient with stage III
melanoma. In other words, a similar utility has cumulative
consequences in QALY and DALY calculations, proportional to
the assumed duration of the treatments. Note that the validity
of such a linear imputation over the entire duration is only
rarely challenged in current-day applied CEAs.33
We found a good HRQoL in patients with stage 0–II melanoma in remission for < 2 years (DWs around 01). These
results are in line with previous studies conducted using other
instruments, studying patients with localized melanoma either
from 6 months to 10 years34 or 2 years22 after the diagnosis.
They concluded that the HRQoL was comparable with that of
the general population. The questionnaires were perhaps not
sensitive enough to pick up some of the difficulties experienced
© 2014 British Association of Dermatologists
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by these patients: some patients with stage 0–II melanoma in
remission for several years still experience problems with sun
protection, with obtaining health insurance, and coping with
the illness.34 Nevertheless, half of the patients reported ‘a
change for the better in their attitude towards life’.22 We can,
therefore, reasonably assume that positive and negative consequences of an ‘old’ localized melanoma lead together to a mean
HRQoL as good as the mean HRQoL of the general population.
Several studies found a more impaired HRQoL in women
than in men.2,34 In our study, utilities were also significantly
lower in women than in men. Nevertheless, the difference
became insignificant in terms of DWs. The explanation is
probably linked to the EQ-5D population norms, where
women have worse HRQoL in all age groups in the Dutch
sample we used. General population health status was studied
in two publications in six and three European countries,
respectively. More problems in four of the five EQ-5D dimensions were associated with female respondents in the first
study.35 Female patients had lower EQ-5D lower scores in the
second study.36 We must conclude that there is a probable
bias concerning the utilities we provided for women. Nevertheless, this problem is linked to the methodology itself and
possibly occurred in other published HRQoL studies that
included both male and female respondents.
Compared with patients with stage 0–II melanoma in remission, we found a significantly lower mean HRQoL in patients
with stage III melanoma in follow-up, while the patients were
studied over a much longer remission duration. This result is
consistent with other studies.37,38
It is surprising to observe the relatively good HRQoL of
patients with stage IV melanoma in remission, similar to
patients with stage 0–II melanoma in remission. Coping with
the illness is probably the explanation for this observation. In
quality-of-life research, this phenomenon is described as
‘response shift’.39
Another interesting observation was the high frequency of
slight-to-severe anxiety/depression, which was reported by
54% of the patients, without any significant difference
between the stages. This symptom was reported by significantly fewer patients among the 1274 Belgians from the general population (from 169% for the 18–29-year age group,
to 333% for the ≥ 80-year age group).40 These results are in
accordance with the literature: two concomitant systematic
reviews of HRQoL in patients with melanoma concluded that
one-third of patients with melanoma reported significant levels
of distress.1,2 In addition, our detailed analysis of the FACT-M
results in patients with the maximum EQ-5D-5L score highlighted: (i) difficulties in coping with the illness, and (ii)
worries about a worsening of the cancer in more than a half
and one-third of these patients, respectively. These results
were consistent across all the melanoma stages. We conclude
that there is a potential insensitivity in the EQ-5D-5L questionnaire (anxiety/depression dimension) when used for
patients with melanoma. This possible bias should be taken
into consideration in CEAs, especially if they analyse an intervention on anxiety/depression in patients with melanoma.
© 2014 British Association of Dermatologists

Assuming that HRQoL is more impaired in a surgical treatment phase than in the corresponding remission phase, and that
sequelae of the surgical treatments increase from stage 0–IA to
stage III, we observed that EQ-5D-5L was more sensitive than
VAS, FACT-M and FACT-M TOI, and that FACT-M TOI was
more sensitive than FACT-M. A mapping of FACT-M scores to
EQ-5D utilities found an R2 equal to 0499 (i.e. a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0706), which is in accordance with our
results (Spearman correlation coefficient of 075).41
Our study has some limitations. Firstly, it is a single-institution and single-country study. Nevertheless, we think that our
results can be extrapolated, up to a certain point, to other Western countries. This extrapolation is supported by the following
elements: (i) important correlations were observed between
self-reported health problems on each EQ-5D dimension and
gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.40 Belgian GDP is, on
average, closer to other Western countries than to many other
countries in the world; (ii) available treatments and follow-up
of melanoma in Belgium are also more similar to those used in
other Western countries than those used in some other parts of
the world.42 Nevertheless, studies comparing self-reported
health status using EQ-5D in different European countries are
controversial.35,36 Our results should therefore be used with
caution in other (Western) countries. Secondly, we did not
measure the HRQoL from the discovery of the suspicious lesion
until the treatment, which is a possible important distress period.43 Thirdly, information on the nature of patient comorbidities was not collected. Overall, physical and psychological health
was found to be an important predictor of HRQoL impairment
in patients with melanoma.37 Ideally, our results should be confirmed by a larger international study, including more patients
and additional information such as comorbidities. Nevertheless,
the present study is based on a larger sample of patients compared with previous studies, which provided utilities and is
more up to date regarding DWs. Our results are in line with
many studies conducted with nongeneric instruments, which
were therefore of little value for QALY and DALY calculations.
We trust that our data will further contribute to melanoma CEAs
and burden assessments.
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